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The strength behind your insurance

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL INSURANCE

CLAIM PROCEDURE

HOTLINE FOR EMERGENCY

For emergency assistance, anywhere in the world, call at the following 
24-hour number (+84 28) 3821 6699. Pre-authorization is required for any
medical treatment exceeding VND 50,000,000. When calling, please quote 

problem along with the name and the number of the contact person.

SOMETHING ABOUT US

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES

FEW MAIN EXCLUSIONS 

Vietnam and part of an international group of companies with over 40 

a wide selection of products for Travel and Medical insurance. Our 

our years of experience in Asia allows us serve you quickly and professionally.

In Vietnam we serve over 10,000 travellers per year and have been doing 

and the insurance support of both Hung Vuong Insurance Corporation and 
 and 

the various needs and style of our customers - short trips, longer durations, 
frequent traveller, comprehensive coverage, or just the necessary coverage, 
the choice belongs with the client.

(except as necessitated by accidental injuries to sound and natural  
teeth), mental and nervous disorders, insanity, alcoholism or drug 
addiction, self-exposure to needless peril, venereal disease, AIDS or 
AIDS related complex.

Any pre-existing conditions or excluded illness.

Any professional sport, racing and competitions of any kind, 
skydiving, rock or mountain climbing normally involving the use of 
ropes or other equipment, hang gliding, or parachuting.

Losses not reported to police within 24 hours, and/or to the carrier 
immediately as appropriate.

No proof is provided for relevant expenses/loss.

Normal wear and tear, breakage or damage to fragile article.

Liability arising out of the use of motorized vehicles, aircraft, water 
craft; willful, malicious or unlawful act; any cost resulting from criminal 
proceedings.

Intentional loss or damage, use of the car rental in violation of the 
carrental agreement.

Liability or damage whether or not the Insured Person is responsible 
under the car rental agreement.

Maximum period of insurance up to 180 days (applicable to Bon 
Voyage) or 90 days per trip (applicable to Annual Travel).

Protection).

Coverage for winter sports, rafting, bungee-jumping and various 
aquatic sports without additional premium.

Available 24/7 Referral Services such as legal assistance, obtaining 
replacement of lost travel document, etc.

Free coverage for child if you and your spouse have same travel 
insurance (applicable to Bon Voyage).

within 30 days of the expiry of the insurance together with proof satisfactory 
including reports from hospital, physician, police, airlines or other responsible 
authority.

This brochure is not a contract. For exact wording and complete details of the 

This product is provided by Hung Vuong 
Corporation and administered by 

Pacific Cross Vietnam.

CONTACT PACIFIC CROSS VIETNAM

 6th Floor |  
 Nguyen Van  St | Dist. 
Tel: (+84 28) 7306 9669

Email: inquiry@pacificcross.com.vn

19    Fth loor | VCCI Tower | 9 Dao Duy Anh St. | Dong Da Dist.
Tel:(+84 24) 7308 6699 

cover, terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy, please refer to the policy itself.

Scan it



PREMIUM FOR BON VOYAGE(UNIT: VND 1,000)

* Maximum 180 days

PREMIUM FOR ANNUAL TRAVEL ( UNIT: VND 1,000)


